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    Important event to be reported: information  regarding an investment approval for Minmetal 

 

Societatea OIL TERMINAL SA informs on the fact that, Oil Terminal’ representatives took 

part to the public debate for the investments objective’ environment approval issue, objective that 

MINMETAL intends to develop, namely: ‘’ Establishment of development and operation capacity of 

petroleum and liquid chemical in bulk products, PIER V Constanta Port’’. 

 

This one will be located longitudinally, between Minmetal’ conveyor belts (MINMETAL 

bridge’ neighbourhood) and Oil Terminal’ neighbouring area, in Port Storage Farm’ thermal unit’ 

location area, as width, between the rail lines accessing Oil and SICIM and Oil Terminal’ pipeline 

network. The built surface is of about 7600 sq.m. The future objective will have 20 products’ storage 

shoretanks, each of about 16,000 CM capacity. The 20 shoretanks are grouped on products every 4 

of them and are distributed as follows: gasoline, gas oil, IFO, fuel oil, urea and biodiesel. The 

objective is provided with rail loading platforms and trucks loading platforms and two mooring posts 

for petroleum and chemical products’ loading/discharging, in jetty 85. 

 

Oil Terminal requested data and information according to Order 196/2006 regarding the 

safety limits towards the crude oil and petroleum products’ National Transport System and to Law 

59/2016, regulating the activities from the objectives with major risk in operation and stated 

observations according to Order 135/10.02.2010’ art.18’ provisions to apply the Evaluation 

methodology of the environment impact. 

 

The Board of Directors, met on 12.05.2017 noticed that, Oil Terminal will be able to give 

favorable agreement only after the technical terms provided by the legislation on force’ are fulfilled. 

 

 

General Director, 

Sorin  CIUTUREANU 


